The Media Audit
Software
Reach & Frequency Analysis


The Media Audit Software…can provide competitive media analyses that no other media
software program can easily duplicate…and which is the most user friendly software program
of any qualitative media software program available anywhere.
 Reach & Frequency Analysis can be used to:
▫ Determine the reach and frequency of a single media or…
▫ Determine the reach and frequency of multiple media across different media
platforms as in the analysis below.





The Persons Reached and the Percent of Target Reached shown above in the single
column below the individual media numbers are net unduplicated numbers. For example:
▫ The total net unduplicated Persons Reached in this analysis that are 18+ equal
516,993 adults.
▫ Likewise, the unduplicated % of Total Target Reached that are18+ is 17.1%.
The Media Audit Software eliminates duplication using any target or media in its Reach &
Frequency Program.
▫ Regardless of how many media are used in the analysis, The Media Audit Reach &
Frequency analysis will not count any respondent more than one time regardless of
how many media each respondent read, viewed or listened to in the program.
▫ See the example on the back of this page as an example with 15 media in the
analysis of adults with Annual Household Income of $75,000 or more…and proof of
the elimination of audience duplication in the analysis.

5 Radio Stations, 3 Daily Newspapers, 1 Business Journal, 2 Alternative Newsweeklies,
1 Magazine and 3 Late Evening Television News Programs

Analysis of Net Unduplicated Reach






47 ads reach 333,441 Target Adults with $75,000 or More in Annual Household Income.
Persons Reached = 333,441 or 29.6% of Target Income Group.
Total Adults with $75,000 or More in Annual Household Income = 1,126,404
Target Persons Reached divided by Totals Adults in Target = 333,441/ 1,126,404 =
29.599504 when rounded = 29.6
If you add the percents in the Cume Rating column in the analysis above, you will get a
total of 199.5% which is impossible to achieve…and proof of the elimination of duplication
in The Media Audit Reach & Frequency Analysis software program.

